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Abstract

The commercial and political development of association football (soccer) in Europe has transformed the relationship between the sport and its fans. A growing political discourse has argued that football has lost the connection with its (core and traditional) supporters; a connection that should be regained by allowing them a greater say in the governance of the game as legitimate stakeholders. This article reviews the emerging academic literature on the role of supporters. It suggests that the evidence to support a case in favour of increased supporter involvement in football governance is limited. This group of literature is theoretically and conceptually incongruent and fraught with contradictions. Academic attention thus far is broadly divided into two areas with little overlap between the two: analysis of supporter engagement at the macro (government/policy) level with a top-down focus, and sociological ‘bottom-up’ case studies of supporter engagement and activism at the micro level (individual clubs/supporter groups). The study of supporters has predominantly focused on them as customers/fans and it needs to articulate a new narrative around this ‘governance turn’ to consider supporters as stakeholders, hence responding to on going policy developments. By doing so, it will be possible to reconcile the existing disparate bodies of work to gain a greater understanding of the new demands from the supporters and, moreover, the literature will be better placed to have an impact and to contribute to better informed policy-making if public authorities decide to continue their existing political agenda in favour of greater supporter involvement in football governance.
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On 29th May 2015, a capacity crowd of 4,000 FC United of Manchester (FCUM) fans watched their local non-league football\(^2\) team take on Portuguese giants Benfica in a friendly match to open their new Broadhurst Park stadium. What was notable about the game, however, was not the international opposition (twice winners of the European Cup in 1961 and 1962) but the home club. FCUM was founded only in 2005 by fans of another European giant, Manchester United (MU), that were disillusioned with the takeover of MU by the American Glazer family. According to those disenchanted MU fans, their club’s new owners did not respect the traditions of the club, prioritising profits over any sense of community (Brown 2007). Moreover, those MU supporters felt their opinions were not taken into account by their club. Thus, they decided to leave Manchester United to form a community-oriented club at the very bottom of amateur football in England. That was the birth of FCUM in 2005. The fact that in ten years FCUM has been able to develop, build its own stadium and attract a crowd of over 4,000 people is testimony to the possibilities of what has been called fan-power. That is, a group of football supporters working together for the benefit of their club and their local community.

In the decade since their formation, FCUM have seen four promotions whilst remaining true to their ethos as a transparent, open and democratic co-operative. FCUM supporters can buy so-called ‘community shares’, hence becoming members of the co-operative and co-owners of the club. Supporters (as owners) vote on everything from committee elections to facilities at the new stadium and the club board is democratically elected and fully accountable.\(^3\) Manchester United, on the other hand, is operated like a commercial franchise by its owners, the Glazer family. Therefore, supporters do not have the

\(^2\) This article refers to association football, also known as soccer. The term football would be used for the sake of simplicity throughout the article.  
\(^3\) For more background on the formation of FC United, their new stadium and their community work see Brown, 2007, 2008; see also the following websites http://www.supporters-direct.org/homepage/what-we-do/case-studies/fcunited#sthash.V7dfU0kP.dpuf; http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/fc-united-new-stadium-benfica-9357971; http://www.fc-utd.co.uk/
possibility to become shareholders unless the owners decide to sell some of their shares. Consequently, supporters cannot participate in the democratic life of MU. Their main relationship to the club is a commercial one, whereby they buy tickets and/or merchandise and attend matches. MU supporters are basically customers of their club, whereas FCUM supporters can, if they so wish, become co-owners and play a vital role in theirs. The case of these two Manchester clubs exemplifies perfectly the role of people groups in football governance. In this article we review recent academic and political interest on the role of supporters in the game. But before going any further it is necessary to clarify the differences between those people groups involved in football, if only to help those unfamiliar with the jargon and structures of European football. Throughout this paper we will refer to fans, supporters, customers, shareholders and stakeholders. The terms fan and supporter are used here interchangeably (for stylistic reasons) to refer, generically, to individuals that have an interest or an allegiance towards a particular football club. Thus, fans or supporters are groups that have an interest in football and their club, but the level of engagement will differ amongst different sub-groups.

This level of action is defined by the other three terms we will be using throughout the article. Customers (see Giulianotti 2002) refer to those fans or supporters that simply follow their team by attending matches, buying merchandise or through the media. Whereas they feel an allegiance to their colours, these fans do not have an interest in becoming involved in the governance or management of the club. Thus, these fans simply vote with their feet or their wallets, showing more or less interest on the club by the amount of matches they watch, merchandise they buy or media they consume to be informed about their team. Stakeholders, on the other hand, refer to the supporters that have an interest in becoming involved in the management of their club, and by extension in the management of the game at the macro and meso-level. The form and shape of that involvement differs from country to country.
according to the legal structures of football club ownership. These fans form associations in order to have formal dialogue with their club and even the governing bodies. In England fans can form supporters trusts (see further below), whose objective is to gain partial or full ownership of the club. Therefore, a fan that joins a supporter trust will no-longer be just a customer, but they will become stakeholders. This paper explores precisely that transition, whereby supporters have been encouraged to organise themselves in order to become stakeholders in the governance of football. Whereas football governing bodies in Europe have struggled to recognise supporters as legitimate stakeholders, academic authors elsewhere have long considered fans as stakeholders in sport (see for example Cunningham, 2009; Trail & Chelladurai, 2000).

Finally, shareholders is a more technical term that we use much less in this article. It basically refers to those fans that have managed to obtain (total or partial) ownership of their football club. Unless they are multimillionaires, this can only be done through cooperatives, trusts or similar legal figures where fans pull together their resources to buy shares of the club. Hence, supporters can be at the same time shareholders and stakeholders if they have managed to obtain some degree of ownership of their club.

In recent years, debates about the governance of European football have increasingly focussed on the role of the fans. This is due to a growing concern that the increasing commercialisation of the game might be having harmful effects on its socio-cultural dimensions (see for example Conn, 1997; Giulianotti, 2005). Indeed, some of the governance pitfalls of football are being associated with a lack of engagement with supporters (Hamil, 1999; Hudson, 2001). In very broad terms, it is argued that opening the game up to the supporters will not only connect the game to the community, but also to increase transparency and accountability.
Thus, the All Party Parliamentary Football Group’s (2009, p. 14) enquiry into football governance stressed that “the one group that are most under-represented in the sport are the people who should have the most say; the fans.” Moreover, the British government has highlighted its desire for football supporters to be recognised as key stakeholders in the game, (see DCMS 2011, 2013). An ‘Expert Working Group on Football Supporter Ownership and Engagement’ was launched by the government in October 2014 to explore ways to increase fan engagement (DCMS, 2014).

Thus, one can see a clear policy discourse in favour of encouraging supporters’ involvement in football governance. However, the evidence upon which this is based has not been articulated by the policy-makers or in the academic literature. Not many have stopped to question the extent to which fans are eager to actually become activists in football governance. Given the growing political importance of this issue in terms of football governance and wider sport policy, it is imperative that this gap is addressed. Our objective here is to synthesise existing knowledge on supporters and football governance. Specifically, we (a) give a timely review of the existing knowledge base; (b) identify where previous research in this area has been focussed; (c) highlight any gaps in the existing knowledge base; and (d) suggest directions for future research.

In order to meet the aims above, the paper proceeds as follows. First, we give an overview of the context around supporter involvement in football governance, bringing the issue up to the current situation. Second, we construct a narrative review of the existing academic knowledge base, focussing on top-down policy initiatives and bottom-up case studies, the two major areas where research has been concentrated. We conclude with suggested directions for future research.
The Growth of Supporter Involvement in Football Governance

In this section, we review the literature that relates to the historical development of supporter involvement in football governance. The majority of the academic attention given to this phenomenon has adopted an empirical/chronological approach, describing events and discussing motives behind supporters’ eagerness to get together in diverse groups and associations.

The Beginnings of Supporter Activism

Historically, football clubs made little effort to involve supporters beyond their role as fans or ticket holders (i.e., customers) (Cleland, 2010). The formation of the Football Supporters Association (FSA) in 1985 was the first attempt at a single, unifying body of football fans to create an independent, coherent voice of football supporters in the organisation of football. The FSA was founded by a small group of supporters in Liverpool in the aftermath of the Heysel disaster. 4 Peter Garret, the first General Secretary of the FSA, felt strongly that supporters had to re-claim the game in order to help fighting violence and hooliganism. It was their responsibility to organise themselves independently to contribute to the management of football (Taylor 1992; 2014). The FSA was, therefore, a true bottom-up organisation founded by a small group of supporters worried by the way in which football authorities were managing issues of violence and safety in football.

The next step in the mobilisation and activism of fans were the Independent Supporters Associations (ISAs). These became “the dominant form of organised fandom in English football in the 1990s” (Nash, 2000, p. 466). ISAs were founded as independent organisations to represent the interests of supporters and establish lines of communication

---

4 The 1985 final of the European Cup final between Liverpool FC and Juventus Torino at Brussels Heysel stadium had to be delayed because of crowd incidents between the fans of both clubs. A total of 39 persons died before the game, most of them crushed against a safety wall.
with their clubs. ISAs had a fundamental difference with the FSA, as they were only focused on one club (Taylor, 1992). On the other hand, ISAs shared with the FSA two important features. First, they were established by the supporters themselves without any external help, thereby offering another example of fan bottom-up activism. Second, ISAs had a critical stance towards their club, protesting against safety, standing and pricing policies (Taylor 1992). Thus, the FSA and the ISAs are stages of the same movement, where groups of active supporters decided to organise themselves to open channels of dialogue with clubs (mainly ISAs) and governing bodies (mainly FSA).

**The Premier League, the football task force and Supporters Direct.** Two important events need to be taken into account to understand the development of supporter engagement in football governance. First, the creation of the Premier League in 1992. Second, the arrival into government of the Labour Party in 1997.

The Premier League was created in 1992. English football’s top 20 clubs decided to form the Premier League in order to benefit from the sale of broadcasting rights to digital television operators. Without setting-up the Premier League, those clubs in the top tier of English football would have had to share the income with the other 72 professional clubs in the English football pyramid. The creation of the Premier League is seen as the starting point of the massive commercialisation of English football (Martin, 2007). The Premier League had a clear impact on certain groups of supporters that resented the economic drive of the competition. Some fans disagreed with the commercial ethos of the Premier League whereas others, simply, felt priced out of the game (see Conn, 1997). The question, therefore, was whether the ISAs would be a suitable vehicle for those fans that wanted to protest against these developments.
The arrival of the Labour government to power in 1997 was instrumental to change the dynamics in which supporters engaged with football structures. The Conservative Party in power until 1997 (and specially Margaret Thatcher) only considered football fans as a group to be controlled, rather than trusted or empowered. The Labour government, however, had a different approach. They set up the Football Task Force in order to analyse in depth the structural, social and economic problems of English football. The Football Task Force had the remit to deliver three reports on how to improve the modern game. One of the recommendations of the Football Task Force (1999a, 1999b) was to promote supporter ownership of football clubs, recommending that the government should help fans wishing to become stakeholders (rather than mere customers) in their club (Brown & Walsh, 2000).

Governmental focus on the need for football supporters to be represented resulted in the formation of Supporters Direct (SD). SD was established in 2000 to “help supporters achieve a say in the future of their clubs” (Smith, 2000, p. 14). It was an attempt to “promote sustainable spectator sports clubs based on supporters’ involvement and community ownership” (Supporters Direct, 2011, p. 2). SD’s objective is to help fans at individual clubs navigate the legal and economic procedures of setting up a cooperative (formally called Supporters Trust) that shall have the objective to gain total or partial ownership of the club. As of 2014, there were 203 supporters’ trusts, 75 of which have a member represented in the club’s board of directors (Supporters Direct, 2014). SD is a direct response to the creation of the Premier League. SD became a reality thanks to the support of the Labour government and the Football Task Force. Whereas the Premier League may have seen supporters mostly as consumers, SD was an effort to redress that balance by encouraging them to become stakeholders.
The Need for Supporter Involvement

At the time of the formation of SD, there was considerable optimism about the benefits that such organisation could bring to the management and governance of English football. Authors cited benefits such as increasing the community focus of clubs (Brooking, 2000; Burnham, 2000) in order to transform them into community assets (Watkins, 2000). It was also thought that SD would encourage a democratic approach to ownership by involving the local supporters in club ownership (Lomax, 2000). This, in turn, could make clubs more accountable (Hamil, Michie, Oughton & Warby, 2000), ensuring a fair dialogue beyond clubs and supporters that goes beyond a mere commercial and marketing relationship (Crowther, 2000). These authors were most of them involved in the supporters’ movement (e.g., Lomax was the founder of Northampton Town Supporters Trust). Thus the analysis in those papers is based largely on the authors’ own discursive interpretations. These papers are not theoretically driven, but simply discuss supporter ownership as a concept, anticipating possible benefits and drawbacks.

The development of fan activism was supported by growing academic criticism of the modern game, and the impact this was having on fans. Martin (2007, p. 638) states that the “new commercialism” of football led to it selling its historic soul as the “people’s game.” Member of Parliament Chris Smith suggested that, without intervention, football may suffer from an increasing gap between the rich and the poor clubs, resulting in higher ticket prices, lower attendances, and less money filtering down to the grassroots of the game (Smith, 2000). It has been argued that transformations to modern football have ‘gentrified’ football spectatorship into a more affluent, middle-class and family-orientated body (Martin, 2007; Webber, 2014). Against this backdrop, Nash (2000) suggested that ISAs first and SD later became sites for contesting changing crowd demographics. Advocates for the supporter trust
movement believed that it could help football to remain the people’s game (Burnham, 2000; Hamil et al., 2000; Watkins, 2000).

The debate about supporter involvement has remained in very similar terms to date. Fast forward to 2014, when the British parliament has expressed strong dissatisfaction with the response to their 2011 enquiry into football governance (see DCMS 2013; 2011), criticising the Premier League and the FA for their lack of progress in devising a long-term strategy for SD in order to remove barriers to supporter ownership and fan consultation at club level. The value of the supporters trust model has been praised by national and international expert groups (Arnaut, 2006; DCMS, 2013), European football’s governing body, the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) (P. Kennedy, 2012; Supporters Direct, 2009) and, unsurprisingly, existing trusts themselves (see for example Swansea City Supporters Society Limited, 2011). Others (Madden & Robinson, 2012) give a positive economical perspective.

This section has briefly summarised the reasons behind political and academic attention to supporter movements in English football over the last decade and a half. The remainder of the article turns to analyse the academic literature available in this area and to consider future directions for research. The growing body of work concerned with the way supporters engage with football structures covers two main areas: (1) policy-based work, written from a top-down perspective and commenting on the formation (and advocacy of) supporter trusts and other formal fan groups; and (2) single or small-number case studies, written from a bottom-up perspective and focusing on fan-club relationships and supporter activism at specific clubs.
The Political and Organisational Framework of Supporter Activism

Supporter trusts and the Supporters Direct model was not the first formal avenue for fan-club structural relationships, as explained above. Supporter trusts are just one of many options where fans may join forces to establish dialogue with their clubs. ISAs and other groups exist across the leagues, all playing a role in fostering communication between clubs and their supporters. The crucial difference is that trusts have the objective to obtain ownership of the club. However, the current governmental interest in, and policy support for, Supporters Direct makes it a site of particular interest. Further, this model of supporters’ engagement has received the greatest amount of attention in the literature. It will therefore form the basis of this discussion, as there has been very little recent examination of alternative forms of supporter activism.

The top-down studies into supporter engagement with football governance focus largely on structures and policies encouraging supporter engagement. These works tend to be quite normative, rather than analytical, and fall into two categories. A first group is unequivocally positive about the involvement of fans in football governance, whereas a second group of works is much more critical. This section is structured following this twofold distinction for the sake of simplicity. This is an eclectic body of literature that draws upon diverse conceptual approaches, such as Marxist political economy (P. Kennedy, 2012; D. Kennedy, 2012) and third way politics (Kennedy & Kennedy, 2007; Martin, 2007). Papers that consider supporter engagement beyond the club level draw upon organisational approaches such as institutional theory (Hughson & Poulton, 2007) and stakeholder management (Walters, 2011). A large number of these papers were published in a special edition of Soccer and Society in 2000 – the year Supporters Direct was launched – and are written by various individuals involved in the birth of the movement in some way. As such,
there is only minimal theory underpinning some of this work, which should be considered when situating it within the wider body under review here.

**Advocating Supporters’ Trusts: A Model of Good Governance?**

To review the literature in favour of the supporter trust model, we draw upon principles of ‘good governance’ in sport (see Alm, 2013; Chappelet & Mrkonjic, 2013; and Geeraert, Alm & Groll, 2013 for current and comprehensive overviews). Indeed, the move to increase supporter representation in decision-making positions in football forms part of an attempt to address well-publicised claims that football is poorly governed (see for example Michie & Oughton, 2005; Winter, 2011) and in need of urgent reform (DCMS, 2011). Hamil, Holt, Michie, Oughton & Hailer (2004: 48) comment that “supporters trusts can play a positive role in the governance of football clubs by ensuring higher levels of transparency and accountability, by promoting links with the local community, by encouraging new support (especially from younger fans), by bringing business, legal and professional skills to the boardroom and by providing finance.” There has been an increased interest in the good governance of sport over the last ten years – particularly the need for enhanced democracy and accountability. It is these two good governance principles that feature most dominantly in the literature around the supporter trust movement.

Hamil et al. (2000) argue that democratic processes in football clubs will be enhanced with the inclusion of representatives of the supporters trust in the club’s board of directors. This is based on the notion that “access to representation in decision-making should be available to those who make up the organisation’s ‘internal constituencies’ (such as players, supporters, and managers as well as owners)” (Henry & Lee, 2004, p. 31). In principle, democratising the board in this way has potential for increasing fan satisfaction as well as improving accountability. In the case of Northampton Town, Lomax (2000) believes that key
developments at the club, including equal opportunity policies, anti-racism education, improving disabled access and fan forums have “stemmed entirely from the [Supporters] Trusts’ representation on the board” (p. 83). Lomax (2000) proposed that any supporter elected to the board should have full executive and, therefore, voting powers; furthermore, the trust should be based on a system of one person-one vote, rather than one Pound-one vote (Lomax 2000). There is one element missing in the discourse of these authors, including Lomax. They do not really enter to examine who and how should be elected to the club’s board representing the supporters. Moreover, they do not discuss how both trust and non-trust members could be represented by those supporters elected into the board.

Accountability is a key principle of good governance at any level of sport (Houlihan, 2013; Chappelet and Mrkonjic, 2013). Hamil et al. (2000, p. 4), writing at the time of the formation of Supporters Direct, believed that involving supporters in their clubs is in the benefit of “widespread public interests and concerns,” with Crick (2000) further noting that supporters have a widespread interest to play as part of necessary checks and balances. Whilst there is clearly the potential for this to occur, and indeed a supporters’ representative elected to a football club board will have access to information that may not otherwise be in the public domain (Margalit, 2008), it should not be presumed that fans nominated to the board of directors will be more accountable than any other directors purely on the basis that they are a supporter of the club. As Geeraert et al. (2013) stress, accountability is a complex process that includes a dialogue between the board or committee as a focal point of the organisation and a wider forum of constituents. Having a representation on the board does not necessarily ensure a clear dialogue with the constituents in order to be accountable. To illustrate this, Watkins (2000) states increased accountability and responsibility as a major benefit of supporter ownership at AFC Bournemouth; however several years later, Whitehead
(2006) claims that the new supporter-run board at Bournemouth was no more open or accountable to the fans, particularly in financial decision-making.

Despite some optimistic perspectives at the time, Malcolm (2000) cautioned against presuming that the ideal of “democracy, representation and community” that provided the basis of arguments for increased supporter involvement could in fact be achieved. Without a more balanced insight into the potential for increased democracy and accountability at clubs, conclusions thus far remain based on unhelpful dichotomous understandings of the football context as modern (problematic) or traditional (good), and fans as mirroring this model (a claim that is still relevant fifteen years later). This body of literature only considered supporter involvement from a policy perspective; fans themselves are excluded, and there is little in the way of in-depth investigation as to how supporter representation works in practice.

Critical Insights into the Supporters Trust Model

Overall, there is a lack of a critical perspective to balance and add caution to the political encouragement and support of trusts. It is possible to find only a small group of useful critiques to this model of club governance coming from the academic literature (in particular D. Kennedy, 2012; Kennedy & Kennedy, 2007; Martin, 2007). It is noticeable that there has been minimal empirical work thus far into investigating the relationship between fans, trusts and club governance structures. The remainder of this section gives an overview of the critique and caution that this literature offers to the supporter ownership model.

First, trusts are only given the option to become stakeholders in their club during times of significant financial crisis; as a last resort option for the club (P. Kennedy, 2012). Therefore, they are only likely to be integrated into club structures when there is no alternative source of funding available – as a final resort bail-out. If trusts are considered in this context, and not as a potentially fruitful and long-term club-supporter relationship, there
is also the significant danger of exploitation. The trust can be seen as another funding stream through providing membership fees, fundraising and access to funding otherwise inaccessible to the club (D. Kennedy, 2012).

From this, arguably the most pressing issue is whether trusts can actually gain any official impact on club governance outside of this ‘last-resort’ option. Some believe this is unlikely to happen at the top level of the sport (although if proposed legislation does come into fruition, clubs at all levels may find their hands forced). Holt, Michie, Oughton, and Shailer (2004) stress that the amount of finance involved in top level clubs makes very difficult for supporters to gain any decision-making influence. Supporter representation at the board level is still heavily concentrated at the lower end of the professional leagues (Martin, 2007); Conn (2004) believes that a fully mutual structure is only possible at the smallest (and cheapest) of clubs. Yet as the lower levels of football have been less affected by the trends of commercialisation (Martin, 2007), it could be argued that changes in club ownership at this level have little impact on the wider football context. The money required to ‘buy’ a say at the top level of football is prohibitive for trusts. The only option for supporters in this situation is to ally with existing shareholders to build a big enough share, leaving the trust open to misuse and potentially losing any potential decision-making power (Kennedy & Kennedy, 2007).

Continuing the critique on these grounds, a third issue is how trusts can be representative of all fans at any club. Requiring supporters to contribute financially may exclude some fans anyway (Martin, 2007). Trusts that are intended to reflect the whole supporting community yet require financial input are likely to be exclusionary to at least a degree. This is just one example of the difficult issue of representativeness facing supporters trusts. Kennedy and Kennedy (2007) suggest that the need to ‘buy in’ to a trust can separate trust members from ‘ordinary’ fans. In the high profile case of Manchester United fans
attempting to purchase shares in their club, different fan groups could not come together in agreement to form a large enough majority (Brown, 2007). Large clubs in particular have a number of fan groups, of which a trust may be one, representing different perspectives. This asks pertinent questions concerning which fans the trusts represent, and more importantly, who do they not represent? This has yet to be explored.

A fourth issue highlighted in the literature is that if trusts were to acquire ownership, they must run their football club. Clearly this is a fundamental aim of trusts so it may sound remiss to consider this a critique, but authors have suggested that this raises two very real concerns for fans involved. First, there is the question of whether fans can make rational decisions about a club to which they are emotionally attached (Giulianotti, 2005; Watkins, 2000). Even the very notion of defining the nature of the fan-club relationship as ownership may be problematic for some, because it masks the root of this relationship based largely on loyalty, identity or tradition (P. Kennedy, 2012). Second, one must consider whether it is in fact possible for a trust to avoid the central element that they have been formed to challenge, reflecting a potential tension in juxtaposing the benign underlying values of the supporter movement with the economic reality of running a football club; “Its levelling ideology is counterbalanced by a willingness to be utilised for commercial purposes by the club hierarchies trusts seek to replace” (P. Kennedy, 2012, p. 419).

Questions raised by this body of work are important in providing a timely critique to this particular model of supporter ownership. Despite clear policy support for the supporter trust model, caution must remain due to the critical perspective afforded by academic studies and, just as importantly, uneven patterns of success experienced by trusts (see for example Conn, 2009). Little is truly known about the complex workings of trusts within clubs, the variance in opinions amongst supporters, or potential alternatives to this model: this must be
addressed. The discussion moves now to the attention given in the literature to the experiences of supporters who attempt to engage with governance at their clubs.

**Context Specific Case Studies of Supporters’ Activism**

The policy-based literature above provides an (albeit limited) debate concerning the role and potential of supporters trusts, but it is mostly focused on the organisational structure itself, analysing its pros and cons in general terms. We now turn to a body of work that offers an alternative perspective: a bottom-up approach from the individual (supporter/group) level. This body of literature is less about whether supporters trusts (as a generic idea) may be positive or negative, but is more about the personal experiences of people engaging (or attempting to engage) in aspects of club governance. An examination of this relatively small amount of academic research into supporters and football governance ‘in action’ is of use not just in providing depth to the discussion, but also demonstrating how interest in this area has developed and the direction in which it has travelled. There are a growing number of case studies into particular clubs that examine how supporters have involved themselves in governance at their club, either through collective action and protests or attempts to make a formalised space for themselves in decision-making structures. It is important to highlight that as this body of work focuses on supporter-motivated engagement with governance, this is dominantly constructed as a form of activism. That is, supporter engagement emerges through their dissatisfaction: it is reactive, in response to something (or someone) at their club that they are not satisfied with. This is important as it underlines an absence of proactive supporter engagement: if and how supporters involve themselves in governance outside of a crisis or negative situation.

This body of literature is conceptually heterogeneous as it is formed by a collection of individual case studies that do not follow a common theoretical approach. Most of the papers
adopt a qualitative inductive strategy and make relatively limited theoretical contributions. Their aim is to describe and reflect, rather than to elaborate a theoretical understanding of the socio-political dynamics present in the working of supporters’ trusts. There is also a diversity of research methods that contributes to the heterogeneity. Hence, the added value of this review is not just summarizing what has been done, but synthesising it to overcome the limitations of the \( n=1 \) approach. Additionally, we analyse the literature in this area in the context of existing sociological theories into fan typologies that many of these studies reflect upon, considering how these underlying conceptual approaches can be integrated and extended.

The review of this bottom-up body of literature is divided into two sub-sections. First, we examine the literature in relation to whether supporter engagement is considered as successful. We use the concept of success not just because this is a common theme running through the material, but relating this back to the policy drive for supporter engagement in football club governance. Understanding how this can be successful is vital and yet is amiss from the top-down body of work. Examples of effective or successful (or conversely, ineffective or unsuccessful) supporter engagement are key to trying to understand or develop best practice. Second, this body of literature is discussed in relation to the sociological understandings of fan identity, particularly the categorisations of different types of fans and fan typologies, which they often draw upon.

It is important to note that ‘supporter engagement’ is a broad, varied and fluid concept that has not been comprehensively defined in literature or policy. Thus, case studies cover various forms of engagement such as protests (in person or virtual), supporter trust activities, club-fan consultation, club takeovers and even the formation of new clubs. What counts as supporter engagement will vary according to the interpretation of the term. We have kept it as wide as possible to highlight the variance.
Effective Supporter Activism

The overwhelmingly dominant feature of all case studies concerns the notion of *success* (and so by default, failure). All examinations of supporter action and influence address this, either explicitly or implicitly, and give insight into the fluid and complex nature of this concept.

**What counts as successful supporter action?** These case studies highlight a major difficulty in defining ‘successful’ supporter engagement, and what it might look like. Particularly for our understandings of activism, this is a considerable challenge. There have emerged some strong claims of successful supporter action/influence/interaction at the club level (Brown, 2008; Drury, 2006; Lomax, 2000; Millward, 2012; Nash, 2000; Watkins, 2000). Yet what counts as success varies considerably, from influencing a club decision in the short-term to integrating supporters into decision-making structures at the club long-term, and even taking ownership of their club. At Northampton Town, the first league club to set up a supporters trust, their success was gaining a long-term secure position on the club board (Lomax, 2000). Other supporter groups feel they have achieved success through being consulted and listened to, despite not holding an influential position or having representation at the board level (Nash, 2000). It soon becomes apparent when looking closely at these cases that success and failure are not opposing terms, but can (and frequently do) overlap. Success can expose failures; failure can bring unintended successes. Protests and collective movements can fail in their ultimate objective, but unite fans over a common cause (Brown, 2007).

Two well-publicised examples which have attracted academic debate illustrate this excellently: the ‘unsuccessful’ fan protests at Wimbledon and Manchester United (in that they did not achieve their preferred policy outcome), which then resulted in the ‘successful’
formation of new clubs. When highly organised and continuous collective supporter action failed to stop Wimbledon FC from being moved by its owners to Milton Keynes, the Wimbledon Independent Supporters Association (WISA) formed a new club fully owned by the supporters, AFC Wimbledon (see Joyce, 2006). This has been heralded as a success for the local community and the supporter movement in general (Cleland, 2010). Yet this success stemmed from their failure to influence the decision-making processes both within and beyond their club. Similarly, Manchester United supporter groups protested vehemently against the takeover (and compulsory purchase of supporter shares) of their club by the American Glazer. When this failed, a section of supporters formed their own community club, FC United of Manchester (Brown, 2007, 2008). The outcome of this story has already been explained in this article. In both of these cases, an unsuccessful challenge to existing structures led to the successful formation of an alternative fan space. AFC Wimbledon and FCUM are representations of the contradictions of success and failure in fan activism.

Difficulties in defining success mean that it remains almost an abstract concept, leading naturally to an inherent difficulty in measuring it. Collective fan action against current and potential new owners at both Liverpool (Millward, 2012) and Manchester United (Brown & Walsh, 1999; Crick, 2000) respectively resulted in favourable decisions from the perspective of the supporters, but it is not possible to gauge the specific impact that the supporter action had on the decision in each case. In any situation of this kind, clubs can state that they changed their decision for any number of reasons, which may be a useful tactic in suppressing and attempting to demobilise fan action.

**How can success be maintained?** Even if an agreement to recognise successful supporter-led action is reached, the literature suggests that a second hurdle is then to ensure continuity beyond single-issue campaigns. Two different perspectives on the supporter takeover at AFC Bournemouth illustrate the difficulty of long-term success. Watkins (2000)
described how a group of supporters made a successful bid to gain control of the club in a time of significant financial crisis. However, Whitehead (2006), writing several years later, offered a reflective critique of this time, describing how the initial optimism faded due to a lack of financial transparency. What was at the time considered a successful intervention by the group of supporters was not a success in the long-term for the majority of fans.

Similar issues are seen when the issue relates to the difficulty supporter groups may have in repeatedly challenging governance or management decisions in their clubs. Manchester United fans made an effective challenge to the potential takeover of their club by Rupert Murdoch’s BskyB (Crick, 2000) yet could not unite fans and small shareholders to withstand the takeover of the club by the Glazer family a few years later (Brown, 2007). In response to this line of reasoning, however, Drury (2006) reminds us that one significant ‘victory’ for a fan group may have an unplanned long-lasting legacy by reminding those who hold the power that fans are capable of effective collective action if they feel necessary.

Huge variations in context, alongside difficulties in understanding and conceptualising ‘success’ makes drawing any conclusions about how clubs and supporters should go about working together extremely problematic. Every club has its own unique context, history and financial situation, and within this, fans represent a vast array of individuals and groups with their own identities, experiences, perceptions, and aspirations for the future of their club. A success at one club may be considered a failure at others; a success to one fan might be considered a failure to another. Context-specific understandings and analyses are therefore imperative and will have a major impact in determining effectiveness. Extreme caution needs to be taken in any attempt to bring all of this together into recommendations for increasing supporter involvement. Given our present review, a ‘one size fits all’ approach to supporter involvement is extremely unwise and unlikely to have widespread impact. This is of course a problem for the development of the literature, as the
importance of the context increases the difficulty to draw conclusions beyond individual case studies. However, this literature review has already demonstrated that when bringing together the number of \( n=1 \) studies, it is possible to start drawing common conclusions. Drawing a strong and systematic comparative structure of different cases around concepts such as success and effectiveness and exploring some of the variables identified in this section has the potential to increase our understanding of this new reality in football. This will also advance our theoretical understanding of supporter action, venturing into conceptual frameworks that reach beyond sociological typologies (see the discussion further below).

The debate of what constitutes effective and successful supporter collective action is at the heart of the research done to date. We have seen that this represents both a conceptual and empirical challenge, and debates remain slightly generic and abstract in nature. The tokenistic nature of this literature calls for further in depth systematic and comparative research to understand the dynamics of this complex reality. It is also necessary that, in doing this research, voice is given to the fans themselves so they can reflect on the struggles of supporter collective action and reality can be seen through their eyes.

**Supporter Engagement and Fan Typologies**

Studies into supporter engagement and activism from a bottom-up perspective are dominantly sociological in nature, and despite being conceptually and theoretically diverse, make an interesting contribution to current thinking around fandom. This work points inevitably to dichotomies that simplify the debate and preclude a deeper understanding of what engagement with football governance means for supporters, and how this interacts with other aspects of their fan identities. The two approaches that are most often reflected upon are Redhead’s (1993) concept of participatory (active) and passive fandom, and the traditional consumer vs fan dichotomy proposed by Giulianotti (2002). Although both of these authors
stress that these categories are not static or prescriptive, this typological approach to studying fandom suggests that there are certain characteristics that define active, traditional or ‘authentic’ fans such as attending matches (Gibbons & Nuttall, 2014), having close ties to the local community (Brown, 2007) and immersion in local cultural practices (Williams, 2012). This is in contrast to the more consumer-orientated ‘new’ fan that has a weaker identification with the club, its history and locality (Nash, 2000).

Cleland (2010) and Cleland and Dixon (2015) use Redhead’s (1993) active/passive categorisations to consider the changing relationship between football clubs and supporters. This has shown how the increasingly ‘active’ nature of fans has resulted in greater inclusion at football clubs, although predominantly at smaller clubs (Cleland, 2010) as the greater number of ‘passive’ fans at larger clubs can limit the overall power of the supporter body (Cleland & Dixon, 2015). However, what studies of supporter activism have shown is the fluid and contested nature of the ‘active/participatory’ fan category. Cleland and Dixon (2015) found that active Newcastle United Supporter Trust members emphasised the importance of local culture, community and place, yet disagreed on the long-term aims of the trust. Conversely Millward (2012) demonstrated that participatory fandom is no longer bound up with the immediate physical community and global collective action for a common cause can be effective. Here we return to the concept of success, where the limited categorisation of fan engagement as ‘active’ or ‘passive’ raises further questions. How does the active nature of fan engagement relate to authentic or traditional forms of fan behaviours?

However, it is the need to reconceptualise understandings of ‘authentic’ fandom that is most heavily represented in the supporter activism literature. The fans of two of the largest Premier League clubs, Liverpool and Manchester United, feature in several case studies that critique problematic understandings of traditional authentic fandom and its proposed incompatibility with modern ‘consumer’ fan practices and the increasingly global market
The example of Manchester United fans who protested against the American takeover of their club by forming FCUM complicates assumptions about authenticity and the local community. Brown (2007, p. 631) suggests “a need for refinement of such categories” as the fans of FCUM are considered as authentic and traditional, yet as owners/shareholders are “part of the collective they themselves have come to produce and consume.” Millward (2012) and Williams (2012) in combination demonstrate that the politicised Liverpool supporter group Spirit of Shankly highlights the fluidity of the ‘local’ aspect of authentic fan identity. Although local cultures and traditions are at the core of the group – to make it ‘authentic’ – the need for large-scale collective action needed for effective action has resulted in “local sites across the world” connected via the internet (Millward, 2012, p. 645). Indeed, it could be claimed that as well as the fragmentation of community that scholars such as King (1998) claim is associated with an increase in global markets, new lines of fandom practice (e.g., online) might help to maintain community and tradition rather than dissolve it (Gibbons & Dixon, 2010).

The critique of dichotomous understandings of fan behaviour and the influence of commodification is not new, and has been done excellently elsewhere by others (see for example Williams, 2007). Yet this small body of literature on supporter activism and engagement with football governance suggests that there is an absence of viable alternative frameworks, particularly when trying to understand how this type of fandom relates to other more extensively studied and theorised fan behaviours. Thus, the traditional study of supporters from this mostly sociological perspective fails to catch completely the new reality that sees supporters going beyond the mere consumption (or not) of football. The study of fandom and supporter engagement would benefit from taking an even stronger ‘governance turn’, where the traditional theoretical approaches based on sociological typologies of fans
can also adopt concepts from governance analysis, stakeholder theory or political science that relate to civil society and organisational activism.

Conclusions and Agenda for Future Research

Whilst there is clearly a growing attention to the role of football supporters as stakeholders, we have unearthed significant gaps in terms of academic knowledge and debate around football supporters and their involvement in governance structures. In this final section, we analyse those gaps and suggest two future directions for research in relation to supporter involvement in football governance.

First, the vast majority of empirical research that looks at supporter involvement in governance from the perspective of the supporter is focussed on the club level. This is perhaps unsurprising as it is through their clubs that the vast majority of supporters identify and engage with football, yet this reveals a telling silence surrounding the potential for supporters to engage with governance structures beyond this. For example, is there a space for fans to join in collective action across clubs, and even countries? What would be the potential impact of this type of action? Should supporters be involved at the governing body level? Whilst there are examples of cross-club activism, such as campaigns by the Football Supporters Federation and other movements, this has not been studied systematically. The most recent governmental enquiries into football in the UK (DCMS, 2011, 2013) recommend that a fan representative should be included on the FA board to make the structure more accountable and democratic. There are a number of issues to consider and questions to answer in relation to this, further pressing the clear need for empirical research that examines,

---

5 The Football Supporters Federation holds regular meetings at various locations across the country where fans of any club are welcome to attend. It currently has two main campaigns: Twenty’s plenty, which calls on all clubs to recognise the commitment of away fans and therefore cap away ticket prices, and the safe standing campaign To persuade the Government, football authorities and football clubs to accept the case for trialling limited sections of standing areas at selected grounds. See http://www.fsf.org.uk/campaigns/. Both of these campaigns have made ground towards their aims.
in depth and breadth, the experiences and perceptions of the supporter in relation to football governance - not just at the club level but in the wider football context.

Second, the tendency to focus on single case studies in isolation does not facilitate comparison and generalisation. Again, it is not to overlook the value of these studies in providing rich, in-depth and context-specific discussions of how club-supporter engagement is played out in reality. Yet, by their very nature, these case studies are constrained to that particular context. Research that compares the experiences of supporters across different clubs and at the different levels of the game will contribute to the bigger picture of supporter-club relationships. What different relationships exist? Which ones are perceived the most positively? What are the key issues to supporters across clubs and leagues, and how do they engage with their clubs in order to get their voices heard? Again, in terms of the potential for collective action, work that goes beyond single case studies should illuminate these issues.

There is a need to go beyond the single case study, using methodologies that include in their sample supporters at different clubs, different divisions and even different countries if possible, so their experiences can be compared. That is to say, designing research methodologies that revolve around theory, concepts, and variables, rather than cases. Moreover, this is an area where innovative methodologies can be used. Welford, Garcia and Smith (2015) have explored supporters’ activism using qualitative visual auto-ethnography with a group of supporters across different English clubs. We would encourage scholars in this area to be innovative and imaginative, as football fandom is a very rich area of research for sport management.

This does not mean we are suggesting abandoning the case-study approach. Quite to the contrary, we think it is necessary to make this approach stronger, so it can facilitate meaningful research to move forward this area of inquiry. To that extent, it may be
interesting for researchers to make use of the collective case study (Stake, 2005; Creswell, Hanson, Plano-Clark & Morales, 2007). Stake (2005) identifies three kinds of case study: the intrinsic, the instrumental and the collective case study. As Sparkes and Smith (2014, p. 55) point out, the intrinsic case study is undertaken because the researcher wants a better understanding of this particular case. In contrast, an instrumental case study is where a particular case is explored to provide insight into a particular issue and generalize (Sparkes & Smith, 2014, p. 56). The multiple or collective case study extends the instrumental case study to several cases because this will lead to better understanding and theorising of the subject of research (Sparkes & Smith, 2014, p. 56). Thus, in a collective case study the researcher will select one issue or concern but also multiple case studies to illustrate the issue (Creswell et al., 2007, p. 246). We invite scholars in this area to consider the collective or multiple case study as an avenue for expansion.

This has the potential to increase the generalizability of the research, contributing to better theorising that includes new concepts from governance or management theories. Alison Doherty (2013, p. 5), points out that “the ability to explain phenomena is based in theory, and so the body of knowledge in sport management must derive from theory-based and theory-building research”. Doherty (2013, p. 6-7) describes theory as the foundation of research, practice and teaching. Indeed, she calls sport management scholars to devote serious attention to the development of (see also Cunningham, 2013). Here, we have reviewed recent academic attention to a relatively young phenomenon. It is perhaps the natural development of this new area, but it is important that colleagues (and we would include ourselves here) think about the conceptualisation of supporter activism, starting to use methodologies that can generate data conductive to better theorising. Building on this, it is also necessary that the research outside England is strengthened. Most of the literature available refers to the UK, where supporter activism is at the top of the agenda. However, there are significant movements of supporters
across Europe in countries such as Germany, Spain or Turkey. Research on these, perhaps as part of collective case studies, needs to be developed.

Third, although the term ‘supporter engagement’ features heavily in current policy discourses, this has not been defined. What is supporter engagement, and what are its boundaries? It seems imperative that a term so heavily relied upon is defined in some way. Must a supporter be a member of a formal supporter organisation to be engaged with governance? What we know from this body of literature about the supporters and their involvement in football governance structures is determined by their membership of (formal or informal) supporter organisations. In relation to this, it is necessary to point out that the majority of writing on specific clubs and cases of supporter action are written from an ‘insider perspective’. That is to say, by somebody within the club/trust/group. These tend to provide a single perspective rather than a balanced critique. Further, the focus is predominantly on organised supporter action and involvement, so the only supporters recognised are those that have formalised their commitment in this way. Empirical work should try to approach the football supporter from a more holistic angle so as not to exclude those who do not formalise their engagement with governance structures.

The final issue to be addressed, and perhaps the timeliest given the current policy context, is the need for continued, in-depth and balanced insights into the Supporters Direct model. Whilst there have been several papers helpfully offering a critical perspective on the role of Supporters Direct and its political agenda, there has been very little exploration or consideration of potential alternative or complementary models. Little is known as to why and how individual supporters want to get involved in governance, if at all. There is not much academic evidence of the extent to which supporters value the trust model or other alternatives. In order to fill this gap there is a need for a more nuanced understanding of the role of trusts in clubs, and the role of supporters in trusts. Thorough, critical examinations of
the role of formal supporter organisations in their clubs, based on in-depth, empirical research across different contexts, are vital to ensure that the promotion of this model is properly founded. This is a crucial time for supporter involvement – the past year alone has seen many cases of protest, supporters taking over clubs, and political debates over whether fans should be more involved in football governance – it is imperative that attempts are made to capture this, to develop a body of useful literature through which to build the policy case for increased supporter involvement. Timely empirical research is crucial.

The ongoing discussion suggests existing gaps that we believe research in this area should try to address. We would also propose some conceptual advancements to build upon and strengthen existing knowledge. As this review has demonstrated, academic interest in supporter involvement in football governance has predominantly grown out of two distinct areas. Top-down policy discussions of the macro/meso level are predominantly descriptive in nature, with some use of organisational theories or socio-political frameworks. Bottom-up examinations of supporter activism or engagement on the other hand, generally from a sociological perspective, examine fan resistance and/or engagement by drawing upon existing frameworks of fan identity and typologies, be they passive/active, authentic/consumer, traditional/new, or fan communities as local/global.

We feel that insights into supporter engagement with football governance could be strengthened considerably by examining where these two bodies of work might overlap, which will help to better integrate and advance the theories underlying our study of supporter activism and fandom. The micro level bottom-up literature has some key themes around supporter activism that could clearly speak to governance theories. Yet taken as a whole, this has not yet fully engaged with the wider material on football governance. The two bodies of work included in this review remain disparate, despite their obvious overlap. Bottom-up, micro level studies that engage with concepts of governance yet remain grounded in the
experiences of the supporter would encourage a merger of the two approaches. Alternatively, incorporating this perspective of the supporter into macro and meso level work examining networks of power in football governance would give recognition to the increasingly significant position held by fans and examine whether this is disturbing existing power relations in clubs (i.e., whether it is effective or not, continuing this existing and useful theme).

One example could be a stakeholder theory approach, evident elsewhere in football governance literature (see for example Senaux, 2008). This would acknowledge that supporters, as a group who “affect and are affected by” organisational objectives (Freeman, 1984, p. 46), are situated within governing power networks and therefore have the potential for effective engagement. Walters (2011) uses this approach to demonstrate how Arsenal consulted with supporters over stadium development but this did not extend to their participation in the decision-making processes. Using such theories that engage with macro level governance issues to investigate supporter engagement from the perspective of the fan could be further illuminating and would add theoretical weight to research in this area.

Furthermore, many sociological studies of fan behaviour point to the limited application of existing typologies in helping to understand how football supporters engage with governance. Dichotomous understandings have limited use, as they fail to capture the complexity of fan engagement with governance because they tend to focus on the extent to which fans consume football matches. A second direction for future research would be to consider how typologies could be broadened to take into account these new activities of fans that extend beyond the stands or the television to venture into issues more linked to the boardroom. For example, work has shown that increasing use and scope of digital technologies and social media by supporters who engage with governance can distort the boundaries between the local and the global (Gibbons & Dixon, 2010; Millward, 2012). As a
result, previous definitions of ‘authentic’ or ‘active’ fandom that rely on physical proximity to football clubs are questioned. We would echo calls (Dixon, 2011, 2014; Gibbons & Nuttall, 2014; Williams, 2007) for a move away from existing typology-based frameworks towards a more nuanced understanding of fan behaviour. This should also recognise and acknowledge the different dimensions of supporter engagement with governance, and how they interact with other facets such as authenticity, loyalty, and consumption. It would be fruitful to further our understanding of how, why and what supporters do in relation to governance in an attempt to build a stronger evidence base, whilst also integrating this into what is already known about fan behaviour.

The increased attention football supporters are now receiving in the academic literature, away from the well-established body of work around football hooliganism, is a welcome avenue into learning more about this hugely popular social activity. Yet we are still a long way from understanding fandom. The way supporters engage with their clubs is changing; the internet and global markets are accentuating this, and whilst the cost of tickets continues to rise and the gap between the top and the bottom continues to grow, changes will continue. It is imperative that research works to capture these changes, to understand how fandom is evolving.
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